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to cease from ; swifan, to sweep; toslifan, to split \ ]>winan,
to grow soft; \witan, fo A*ze;; wican, to yield, give way]
wlitau, to gaze; wridan, to groiv, flourish ; writan, to
write, stigan, to ascend, pret. sing, stag beside stah
(§ 323); and similarly hnigan, to incline ; migan, to make
water; sigan, to sink.
§ 491. snij>an, to cut       sna}>       snidon       sniden
And similarly H>an, to go ; scrij>an, to go, proceed.    See
§239.   In arisan, to arise; gerisan, to befit; mifan, to
avoid; wridan, to twist, the s, J> of the present was ex-
tended to all forms of the verb.
§ 492. tion, teon, to accuse     tah     tigon     tigen
turn, teon, from older *tlohan, *tlhan (§ 127); on the g
in the pret, pi. and past participle, see §239. In the pres.
the eo from older 10 regularly fell together with the eo from
Germanic eu (§ 137) which was the cause of verbs of this
type often forming their preterite and past participle after
the analogy of cla'Ss II (§ 495), as teah, tugon, togen;
and similarly leon, to lend; seon, to strain ; feon, to thrive;
wreon, to cover. ]>eon from prim. Germanic *J?ir)xana-n (§ 41)
originally belonged to class III; the regular principal parts
in OE. would have been ]>eon, *J>6h (§ 40), >ungon, Jmngen,
all of which occur except *J)6h. The regular past participles
of leon (Goth, leihran) and seon (prim. Germanic *sixwan-)
were *liwen, siwen with w from prim. Germanic gw
(§ 241); ligen, sigen were formed on analogy with the other
verbs of this type.
class II.
§ 493. The verbs of this class belong to the second
ablaut-series (§ 226) and therefore have eo in the present,
ea in the first and third pers. sing, of the preterite, u in the
pret. plural, and o in the past participle, thus:
beodan, to command   bead     budon     boden
Goth, bitidan	b&tt]>     budun     budans

